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I would like to thank all those
members who attended our recent
AGM held on Zoom because of
Covid restrictions. We had 135
members present which I think was
very credible. All those who sent
apologies were recorded. I am really
glad that it was quorate because it
meant that we avoided having to
have another meeting for a delayed
AGM. I know that AGMs are largely
boring with a lot of formal business
being transacted, but the AGM is
vital in fulfilling the requirements of
our constitution and the legal
requirements of the Charity
Commission. Two important motions
were passed agreeing to last year’s
reductions in membership fees for
existing members, and the
continuation of that reduction and
its extension to new members for
the coming financial year.
At the end of reports, during
debates on motions and in Any
Other Business, is the opportunity
for members to make comments
and ask questions, and we had some
good discussion.
Some members felt that the new
leaflet we have produced did not
show enough diversity amongst the
membership. The leaflet actually
includes two pictures that feature
Afro-Caribbean or Asian u3a
members. There is a problem in that
there is a dearth of suitable pictures
available. We have not been meeting
in classes physically so no recent
pictures of classes have been taken.
Pictures of Zoom classes tend to
look too small on a leaflet and some
of the older pictures cannot be
used. A good picture of members
painting cannot be used because
the class no longer exists. A
fantastic picture of a member being
helped by an Asian sixth-former at
Bentley Wood School on a computer
class cannot be used because the
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member has passed away. I was
reduced to using some pictures
from the National u3a website. So
we need some more pictures,
preferably showing our diversity and
with some action. I would encourage
members and Group Leaders to
take some pictures of their classes
for publicity purposes, with the
agreement of those being
photographed, of course.
For photographs for a leaflet or
the Newsletter you need to use a
digital camera or a smartphone.
Photos from an old fashioned mobile
just for use as a phone are not good
enough, they would be too fuzzy or
lacking in sharpness (low resolution).
We may organise visits to classes by
the Web Editor, Newsletter Editor or
myself to take photos (with
members’ permission) when we
return to Harrow Arts Centre.
Since the return to HAC has been
delayed until July at the earliest and
most Current Affairs classes are not
planning to return to HAC until
September, I have decided to delay
starting the new Zoom Current
Affairs until September. Please refer
to the new Diary in this issue to
check which groups will be physical
classes at HAC or at members’
homes and those on Zoom; some
groups may have “hybrid” classes.
Mike Allen

Editorial
Please send Notices, Articles
and Photos to
newsletter.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk

BEFORE

FRIDAY 5TH NOVEMBER

Please submit articles as Word (or
similar) text files attached to an
email, or as text in the body of the
email. Please include the article title
in the Subject line of the email.
Photos should be high resolution .jpg
files and attached to the email, not
as pictures embedded in the text.
The Editor reserves the right to
edit the length of Notices and Articles
to fit in the space available. Wherever
possible the Author will be consulted
beforehand, but the Editor’s decision
is final.
Opinions
expressed
in
the
Newsletter do not necessarily reflect
policies of Harrow u3a or of the Third
Age Trust.
Copyright:
Material
in
the
Newsletter and Diary is copyright of
Harrow u3a or of an individual where
so identified. Articles or parts of them
may be copied but only with prior
permission of the Management
Committee and we ask that the
source is acknowledged. If you are
submitting material copied from other
sources, please first ensure that it is
free from copyright restrictions.
Data Protection: Any information
supplied to the Editor, including
personal details, will be held and
maintained on a computer for as long
a period as is reasonable for the
purposes of correspondence and
contact.
Privacy: The lists of Management
Committee Members and Tours &
Visits Committee Members and other
personal details contained in the
Newsletter are for the use of Harrow
u3a members only and are not to be
distributed or used for general mailing
lists.

Hello everyone,
My Editorial this time is shorter
than usual because of the need to
include some ‘situations vacant’
adverts. Our Committee have been
trying for some time to get
members to join in with the running
of Harrow u3a. To say that we have
been underwhelmed by the
response doesn’t even slightly
approach the level of our
disappointment. There are four ads
on this page, including one for the
crucial role of Study Group Coordinator, and further pleas for new
Group Leaders within this
Newsletter.
The future of Harrow u3a
depends solely on people who are
willing to become involved in
leading the various interest groups
and in managing the organisation.
Without your involvement, Harrow
u3a will gradually decline into a
memory of something that once
used to be great.

u3a
is often referred to as
‘the best kept secret in the UK’.
We need a

PUBLICITY OFFICER
to spread the word.
If you are interested in this role,
especially if you have some
experience of the PR world, please
contact Anne Gerrard on
study2.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk

WE NEED SOME
HELP
A volunteer is needed to
fill the newly-created committee
role of

Assistant Treasurer
This is not an onerous task, but one
of assisting our Hon. Treasurer.
Experience of simple bookkeeping would be helpful.
For more details please contact
Madhu Badale at
treasurer.hu3a@yahoo.com
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Please don’t
assume that
someone else will
do the job; if you
have any interest
in helping a wellrun u3a, please
contact the
named person or
anyone on the
Committee, whose details are on
page 19
We hope that we will be
returning to a fully functioning
Harrow Arts Centre in September,
but please note that this will be
dependant on Covid guidelines at
the time and may be subject to
changes. Some classes will continue
on Zoom. Please refer to the Diary
for details.
Stephen Dorff

STUDY GROUP
CO-ORDINATOR
After doing this most enjoyable
job for more than 12 years, I will be
standing down from the end of
November 2021. I am giving long
notice as I would like enough time to
hand over the job.
The skills needed, besides being
computer literate, sending emails
and making phone calls, are being
sociable, enjoying organising and
wanting to help people. The job is
not time-consuming and many
members of the committee are
there for support.
If you are interested, please email
or phone me and we can chat – no
obligation.
Rhoda Luer 020 8861 0022
studygroupcoord.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk

DO YOU USE
FACEBOOK?
It has been suggested that Harrow
u3a should have a presence on
Facebook .
If you are a regular user of Facebook
and would be able to help us build
and maintain a page with interesting
content, please contact Mike Allen at
chairman.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk

Monthly Speakers
Talks are on the last Thursday in the month. These talks would normally be in Hatch End Suites 1 & 2
at the Harrow Arts Centre, but until Covid restrictions are finally lifted and the post-Covid regime to be
followed at HAC is known, they will be “broadcast” via Zoom commencing promptly at 10.30am. Details
on how to join the Zoom meetings will be issued by email nearer to each due date.
Helen West
Thursday, 30th September : - Paul Robbins – GREAT BRITISH ECCENTRICS
Have you ever wondered why Britain has had so many eccentrics over the centuries? Paul looks at
some of the World's great eccentrics and rogues who just happen to be British!
Thursday 28th October - Bobbie Darbyshire - WHERE DO NOVELISTS GET THEIR IDEAS FROM?
Bobbie, a prize-winning author reveals how this happens from the initial spark to realisation on the
page.
Thursday 25th November - David Gluckman - IF YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT YOU CAN'T DO, YOU CAN
DO ANYTHING!
David, brand creator, author, and inventor of Baileys Irish Cream, describes how it all came to pass.

Walks
COUNTRY WALKS
Third Thursday of the month. Walks are approx. 8 miles
Dates for September-December 2021
Thursday 23rd September
Thursday 21st October
Thursday 18th November
Thursday 16th December
Groups of up to 30 people are now able to meet outdoors,
though social distancing will still need to be observed. Walks
will be by prior booking only.
The walks in the countryside often involve hills and footpaths or trails that are muddy in places, so a
reasonable level of fitness is assumed. Stout walking boots or footwear are essential and walking poles
can be useful.
Various members volunteer to lead walks. Each walk is thoroughly reconnoitred so the leader’s choice of
route is final.
Details to confirm route and transport arrangements will be circulated by email about 10 days before the
date of each walk, to those who have confirmed that they wish to walk. Now we are able to resume pub
lunches we usually have to choose from the menu in advance.
If you are new to the walks and would like to be on the email distribution list for this group
please contact Vivienne Gould by email viviennegould2@hotmail.com
or phone 020 8907 8099 or mobile 07803 728616

WALKING IS A GREAT WAY TO BE ACTIVE – SO WHY NOT COME ALONG FOR A SOCIABLE
DAY AND ENJOY THE BEAUTIFUL COUNTRYSIDE SO CLOSE TO WHERE WE LIVE.
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Study Group News
meet and make friends with so many with whom I share
similar interests, and so enjoyed our chats during the
mid-morning coffee break. Over considerable time I
have felt encouraged and supported by all the u3a
members who have attended my groups, some of
whom have been with me from the time I took over the
first class which was originally at the Arts Centre, and
would especially like to thank those who also
contributed so ably to our music sessions. I will always
be grateful for the wonderful opportunity for sharing
the classical music which has always been such an
important part of my life.
I do, however, look forward to enjoying as many
Zoom sessions as I can fit in. For me, as I am sure for so
many, it has been a lifeline during these very difficult
and troubled times.
Joan Sheeter

Photography
I am pleased to say that, after several attempts
thwarted by Covid, I am at long last able to start our
new Photography group at my home in Hatch End.
It doesn’t matter whether you are experienced or a
novice, I hope to have something for everyone. If you
would like to join us, please contact me at
newsletter.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk.
Stephen Dorff

Middlebrow Book Club
Middlebrow Book Club meets every month in the
home of Judith Barnett but due to Covid we have been
meeting via Zoom which I have hosted. Very grateful
thanks must go to Kathy Westhead without whom it
would never have taken place as I needed tuition on
how to set it up. Please refer to the Diary section to
check when we will be meeting during the Autumn.
Joyce Davis

Classical Music Appreciation—New
Arrangements

Sunday Group

It has been agreed that Tony Clayden will now
assume leadership, assisted by Tony Kaye.
The ‘two Tonys’ are already involved with the
Classical Comparisons class, which is led by TK,
assisted by TC, so this will be a ‘mirror image’ of that
arrangement, with the groups working closely together.
Whereas the classes were formerly split into ‘A’ and
‘B’ sub-groups, these will now be combined into one,
which will meet every four weeks at Harrow Arts Centre.
The time-tabling will be arranged to enable
members, if they so wish, to attend both the Classical
Music Appreciation and the Music Comparisons classes
without clashing.
A commencement date has been provisionally
scheduled for September 15th , commencing at 10.00, in
the Grimsdyke Room. This will be confirmed as soon as
possible, together with full details of ongoing dates. It
will, of course, be subject to any further government
regulations which could be re-introduced in the
meantime, due to Covid-19. Please refer to the Diary for
more information.
On behalf of all previous attendees, we would like to
express our sincere thanks to Joan Sheeter for all her
hard work and we wish her well for the future.
Tony Clayden

You haven’t been forgotten and we are hoping that
there will be some good news soon. We miss you and
can’t wait until we can meet again.
Things are still uncertain about what is happening
concerning Covid 19 now that there is a new variant.
Though there has been some lifting of restrictions, most
people are still reluctant to travel by public transport.
Our aim was always to use buses or trains to get to our
destinations and avoid using cars, especially as some of
you do not drive.
The planning group have met recently and are still
keen to plan an interesting programme; but think we
should wait until the New Year before we get started
again.
It’s disappointing having to delay getting together
again, especially as there are other activities returning
to normal, but it is better to be cautious about visiting
public places and travelling by Public Transport.
We’ll give you an update as soon as we can.
Sheilah, Pam, Sue and Judy

Classical Music Appreciation
It is with great regret that, after considerable
thought, I have come to the decision that I will no longer
be able to continue with my two Classical Music
Appreciation groups. Due to the Covid pandemic it is
not possible to run classes in my home and, as I use so
many varied pieces of equipment to present my
programmes, I would not be able to do this in the same
way at the Arts Centre.
For many years I have been fortunate enough to
host groups in my home, and u3a has enabled me to

Choir
Hopefully, Choir will start again on 14th September,
depending on the social distancing rules etc. Choir has
been meeting on Zoom although not singing but
chatting with members and our thanks go to Helen
Riley. who organised this fortnightly.
Joyce Davis
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Study Group News cont’d
·

What needs to happen next?
Locally, we heard details of Harrow School’s
environmental activities in our February meeting, and
visited the School on June 28th to explore the

Dante

This year marks the 7th centenary of the death of
Dante Alighieri (1265- 1321) and in order to celebrate this
occasion, many events have been organised in London
cultural circles.
As I hope that the Harrow u3a will somehow be able
to participate in commemorating this great poet, I
thought I could organise a few meetings (maybe three
to five) reading and commenting on the initial canti
from his Commedia (later defined as Divina).
As English is not my mother tongue, I will ask a friend
to read the text, but will comment in English, hoping in
the leniency of your judgement on my efforts!!
The meetings will be via Zoom, on Thursday morning
from 10.30 to 12.00, probably starting from late October.
I would just add a few words about the importance of
Dante, whom Chaucer already honoured as a great poet.
Dante's works, particularly the one he used to call his
Comedía, open a widest window over the medieval
cultural background, from history to philosophy,
literature, art, rhetoric and more.
No specific knowledge in these matters is required to
attend the course, because I will try my best to transmit
the result of my experience of teaching Dante, both in
Italy and England, but an interest towards the world of
the Middle Ages (commonly erroneously defined as
'dark ages') and/or classical civilization could certainly
be advantageous. Needless to say, I will be delighted to
accept any personal contribution to the course.
If you have any interest in the course please contact
me at michael.trowell01@talktalk.net or phone 01923
836077.
Mauritzia Trowell

environmental walk they have created.
We welcome new members to the group – please
email whelen.riley@ntlworld.com and she will send a link
to our next meeting.

I can’t tell you how much I’m looking forward to
resuming our sessions on Musical Theatre. Right now
Friday afternoons are bereft, with lots of twiddling
thumbs while listening to neighbours engaged upon
seemingly endless building projects. But light is slowly
dawning and on the horizon we can glimpse that magical
city of Xanadu – all gleaming, shining and glistening
beneath the sun’s morning rays.
No, I haven’t decided existentialism is my true metier,
but am getting ready to present clips from many
favourite shows across all eras and genres. One musical
I’m anxiously anticipating is the movie version of LinManuel Miranda’s ‘In the Heights’ which is, in my
admittedly biased opinion, far more entertaining and
approachable than the much vaunted ‘Hamilton’. Not
that ‘H’ has been anything other than a real
gamechanger. We’ll definitely have clips from both these
musicals over the season. And then there’s ALW wishing
to reopen Theatreland with a glass slipper and why not?
With media attention inevitably focusing on new
works, we sometimes push to the back of our collective
minds the long and winding history of music, theatre
and dance which began in time immemorial and
continues to drive a wide road through Theatreland to
the current day. When selecting highlight gems from
many eras along this dusty path we will try to celebrate
as wide a selection as possible, never forgetting the
past giants on whose shoulders we currently wobble.
I trust we will reconvene in early September and the
aim of episode one of series 15 or so will be
‘HAPPINESS’ (not necessarily the Ken Dodd classic, but
you never know).
All are welcome and the more you can tell me what
areas you’d like explored the better the chance that
sessions may meet your expectations.
If you have any questions, comments or requests,
just let me know (morrow@msn.com). If you’ve not been
before then please come along and see if you like what’s

Sustainability and
Climate Change

Our Monday morning meetings during the summer
have been held by Zoom and we hope to return to HAC
and to hold hybrid meetings from September 6th.
Our BIG TOPIC for our Autumn meetings is the 26th
UN Climate Change Conference of the Parties (COP26)
in Glasgow on 1 – 12 November 2021. The UK will host the
climate talks that will bring together heads of state,
climate experts and campaigners to agree coordinated
action to tackle climate change. We began to consider
this at our June meeting when Ellen Teague, a local
environmentalist who had attended the previous Paris
conference in 2016, explored hopes for this year’s event.
Although details await confirmation, our three
Autumn meetings are likely to encompass key questions
such as:
·
What was done in the run-up to COP26?
·
What was achieved at COP26?

on offer.
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Mike Morrow

Study Group News cont’d
Opera

Play Reading

I am Philip Osmond and have led this opera group for
twenty-five years without a break; we have met
fortnightly in a series of private houses since 1996 (or is
it 1994?) to watch opera recordings. At one time we had
ten opera groups, but now, unfortunately, mine is the
only one remaining. Initially, I took over from someone
else who had presumably founded it in 1992. However,
membership having slightly dropped, the Covid hiatus,
and my own reduced capacity (fractured hip) suggest it
is time for me to give up, perhaps not forgetting that I
hope to reach the age of 97 in October. So I wish to
thank members and everyone involved for many years
of unalloyed enjoyment and companionship, and to
wish everyone the best for the future.
Philip Osmond

Sadly, Barbara Jackson has decided to retire as
Group Leader after many years.
However, I am willing to take over and would
welcome feedback from past members of the group
and, of course, new members, who would be interested
in starting up again in September. It was held monthly
on a Monday afternoon, which I will continue. It is a
really fun way to pass an afternoon, so do contact me if
you are interested. Please phone me on 020 8428 4140.
or email: secretary.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk
Lynne Dorff

Cryptic Crosswords for Beginners

I don’t think I am quite ready to host these sessions
in my home just yet. I am hoping to recommence in
September. There will be up to six places and the
course will run for six weeks. Please check the Diary
pages for more details.
Ilona Buttinger

New Opera Group Leader

Having spoken with Phillip, I have agreed that a friend
and I will take over the Opera Group from September.
We hope that there are enough members to
continue in the HAC. If there are enough of you we will
arrange a date when we can meet and discuss the
format and plans for the future.
Please let me know by e-mail, that you wish to
attend.
Geoff Bard... geoff@aylmerdrive.co.uk

Fitness Training and Yoga

I am hoping that our groups will be able to return to
Harrow Arts Centre in September.
Fitness Training will be in the Dance Studio on
Mondays at 10.00-11.00, commencing 7th September.
Yoga will be in the Dance Studio on Thursdays at
10.00-11.00, commencing 3rd September.
However, if Covid restrictions are still in place, we will
continue on Zoom as at present and I will keep
participants informed of any changes.
Tony Scott

History in the Autumn
Come September, new Covid waves permitting, we
are hoping to start having blended or hybrid meetings
at HAC. At the AGM Mike Allen spoke about our plans
for this new style of u3a activity.
Those who can, and are willing, will be welcome to
come to a suitably safe room, where the usual style of
presentation will be available.
Those who prefer to stay at home will be able to log
on to the Zoom aspect of the same meeting.
It will be challenging, no doubt. Hopefully, both our
and HAC’s expertise will be fully up and running by then.
We’ve had a wonderful increase in attendance for
History and we do hope it will continue. Look forward to
seeing you or sitting near you as the trees shed their
leaves in Leafy Harrow.
Here is the programme for the Autumn term:
September 20th Michael Gilbert – A Tonic to the
Nation. The 1951 Festival of Britain
October 15th Gillian Shaul – The history of Toast
Masters
November 15th Mary Salinsky – The development
and changing face of the United Kingdom
December 20th Christine Coates – The history of
Preston Road
Anne Gerrard

Arts & Crafts

We are hoping to return to meeting in person in
September, but in the meantime, we have continued to
work on our own projects while sharing our experience
and ideas via WhatsApp and Skype. We have amassed a
good number of projects since lockdown started, and
you can see them at our blog: https://
craftyharrowladies.blogspot.com/
In the meantime, here is a photo of the output of just
one member – Beryl – who has been knitting up a
storm!
Tricia Sillifant
Photo: Beryl Wellz
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Study Group News cont’d
Retirement of Group Leaders

Creative Writing

We are hoping by September that life will be getting
back to normal and so our Creative Writing class is
preparing to meet once again at Harrow Arts Centre.
We are a small group of enthusiastic writers who try
their hand at anything, from poetry and short stories to
book and arts reviews. You are welcome to join us
Monday mornings from 6th September.
Contact Dinah Monnickendam:
monnick@btinternet.com or 020 8868 4834

You will have read in the preceding few pages three
letters of resignation.
During this last year of Covid many group leaders
have decided to retire from running their groups. Most
recent are :
· Helen Harris who ran several Opera groups
· Philip Osman who was also group leader for an
Opera group
· Joan Sheeter who lead Comparison in Music
Appreciation
· Phillis Van Gelder who was group leader for 19th
Century English Novels
· Pam Gonsal who among other jobs in Harrow u3a
took on the task of website editor.
On behalf of the management committee and all
Harrow u3a members, I would like to thank these people
and others who have recently retired for their
dedication and hard work in contributing to the success
of our u3a. These group leaders have run their groups
for many, many years and given hundreds of our
members enjoyment and I'm sure many lasting
friendships were made during those years.
Rhoda Luer—Study Group Co-ordinator

19th Century English Novel

After some fifteen years (I don’t remember exactly
when , but I know it was with Daniel Deronda), I am afraid
I am not continuing with my 19th Century English Novel
class.
I have been very fortunate in having such a delightful
class – of course, not always with the same people
through the years, but always with those who were
involved with the books we read and who welded
together to form a group of like-minded friends. We
enjoyed reading the books and each other’s company.
Because the basic approach of the class was to read
aloud, its format was not suitable for Zoom, so we have
not met for over a year. Sadly during this year, two
regular members of the group have died, one has moved
away and one or two are shielding or too frail to attend.
So I feel the class has come to a natural end.
Fortunately Harrow u3a has a vibrant programme of
English Literature (some of which I hope to attend), so
there is no sense of a gap in members’ opportunities to
study this treasure trove.
I am very grateful to u3a for giving me the privilege of
leading this group in such a rewarding section of the
English canon.
Phyllis Vangelder

Suggestions for New Groups

We are always interested in suggestions for starting
new groups at Harrow u3a. Amongst possible subjects
are: Antiques, another Garden Club, Geography,
Geology, etc.
If you have any ideas for a new group you would like
to attend, please register your interest with me and I will
see what can be arranged. If we have enough interest in
a subject, there may be an opportunity of starting a self
-help group to learn together.
Please email me, Rhoda Luer, on
studygroupcoord.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk

Current Affairs

From September 1st it is hoped that all meetings will
be held at Harrow Arts Centre and that our Zoom
meetings will cease. See Diary for full details for all CA
groups.
Those who wish to continue Zoom meetings can contact
Mike Allen who hopes to organise this.

Art: Mixed Media Workshop

We are not a tutored group but work on our own
projects, which may be drawing, collage, watercolours,
oils, acrylics or other media. Help and advice are always
available from other group members and we very
occasionally might offer a group idea, e.g. a still life setup or a critique of current work. We are a friendly group
who welcome new members of any ability or experience
- all you need is enthusiasm!
Lindsay Rough
7

Recent Activities
Healthy Hiking around Harrow and Hillingdon
“There are 63 green spaces listed in Harrow”, stated
Anne Gerrard in her “LEAFY LOCKDOWN HARROW”
article in the spring edition of this year’s Newsletter. The
Harrow u3a Country Walks Group can proudly boast
that we sampled lots of them. For our first reunion walk
in April, after three months of lockdown, Margaret
Huitson and Claire Monteiro were able to lead a group of
18 walkers (in three groups of six) on a delightful eight
mile circular walk from North Harrow Station joining up
at least 16 green and glorious “spaces” — many with an
echo of “I never knew this was here !”, from various
walkers.

After another half mile of the brook we headed north
traversing four Hillingdon Parks leading to Highgrove
Woods, now a wonderful woodland Nature Reserve with
magnificent parkland trees and a picturesque pond. This
took us to the River Pinn which we followed for a while
then to Eastcote House Gardens where our picnic
lunches were enjoyed in the beautiful walled garden.
We headed north through Haydon Hall grounds and
on to Cuckoo Hill park before reaching Pinner Memorial
Park with its pond full of birdlife. After that it was just a
meandering stroll returning to North Harrow at the end
of a most delightful, refreshing and stress relieving day
out! Parks and green spaces bring huge benefits to us,
improving both our physical and mental wellbeing. They
bring cleaner air, a space to unwind, and a place to
come together.

Yeading Walk is a linear park that follows part of the
Yeading Brook. We joined it near the start of our walk in
Northumberland Road where the riverside has a formal
strip of park with grass, exotic trees and shrubs, several
bridges, seating and a linear path. The Yeading Brook
then extends south through the borough to Roxbourne
Park and the boundary with Hillingdon at Streamside
Reservation.

Vivienne Gould

Socially distanced walkers at Eastcote House Gardens

Photo: Vivienne Gould
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Recent Activities cont’d
progress”. However, if one keeps looking at eye level it’s
most attractively set out. Very careful Covid procedures
were observed before I was allowed to have a quick look.
A Hillingdon librarian stopped to ask for some leaflets to
be given for display, very encouraging.
I was rather disappointed that there was no mention
of the day in the national media. The opportunities on
TV, radio and newspapers are enormous and could have
been made use of. I know that individual groups round
the country had a range of activities to mark the day.
However, “word of mouth” has been proved to be our
most productive advertising activity. I always carry
some leaflets with me as it can take some time to
explain all that we do.
So if you’re out and about, Covidly safe of course, do
make sure you have a leaflet to give to all the people
you engage in conversation. Please let a committee
member know and we will get some to you. The theory is
that there will be younger people who are working parttime who could take up the opportunity we offer, and
new members get a special offer on membership costs.
We need some young blood to infuse us with fresh ideas
and energy.
Anne Gerrard

National u3a day
Having nearly got used to using lower case letters in
our new style logo, we made our presence felt in St
Anne’s shopping precinct and outside Hatch End
Morrison’s. We’ve had new attractive leaflets printed
that we hope will catch the eye and attract some
younger people as we are very much an aging group.
Adorned with our yellow and blue sashes and armed
with said leaflets we asked shoppers if they had heard of
us, and if not if, could we tell them about the wonderful
organisation? A fascinating social exercise! Most people
made some reaction to my approach, but I did struggle
with the few who totally ignored me.
A few did know our name, but most hadn’t of course.
Considering that we are the 11th on the list of largest
charities in terms of size this is amazing! However, many
people expressed interest and took the leaflets home to
peruse or pass on to other members of the family. Some
volunteers did have very productive conversations with
potential new members.
Leaflets were also left at the new Harrow library
which has a most “interesting” architecturally styled
ceiling. A mixture between brutalist and “builders work in

Many people have developed an interest in craft
based skills during this lockdown and there has been
renewed interest in what is a very ancient skill. Unlike
weaving, knitting is a technique of producing fabric from
a strand of yarn or wool, which doesn’t require a loom or
large equipment. Knitting styles are different, perhaps
with the tension, or the way the yarn is wrapped around
fingers. Our group is made up of people who have
developed their own ways of using the yarn; from those
who knit in a continental way to those who are lefthanded, but whatever the problem, we do try and help
each other.
From just being a knitting group, we have now
included crocheting; even going as far as learning
Tunisian crocheting - a different system of crochet. This
was for many, something very new and different. The
weekly Zoom meetings enable us to stay in touch with
each other, help and advise as problems occur with our
projects, but above all it allowed us to develop our
friendship during these very testing times.
We are planning on returning to the Arts Centre just
as soon as we are allowed, but will continue with having
ad hoc zoom sessions for those who are still a little wary
about mixing with others in a closed environment. In the
meantime we continue to enjoy ourselves, knitting and
crocheting, but above all having fun at the same time.
Jackie Jacobs

Knitting & Crochet for Fun
Taking over from Sybil Kenton at a time when all u3a
meetings were stopped from meeting face-to-face was
rather daunting. Developing the use of Zoom, and coping
with leading the group were extra tasks, which had to be
learned. Since March 2020 the knitting group has
continued to meet each Wednesday morning digitally,
and occasionally, when it was allowed, physically at the
Arts Centre and we have flourished. Nothing has
stopped the group from expanding our knowledge,
learning new techniques, offering guidance and help to
each other and even attracting new members.
Sybil had started the Creative Knitting group some
eleven years ago and it was only when the problems of
lockdown came about, felt that it was time she stood
down from being the Group Leader. I took over
(probably because I was the only one at that time who
was willing and able to cope with Zoom) and each week I
have welcomed members to our sessions. Around
twelve to fourteen people regularly attend. Sybil has
remained a member of the group and continues to offer
help when needed. Unfortunately there are a few people
who were unable to use Zoom and therefore were
unable to join us each week, but we have maintained
contact with them by phone and when we return to the
Arts Centre, I am sure will be among the first to come
along.
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Recent Activities cont’d
We have held meetings regularly since and they are
nearly always fully attended. Will we be able to return to
meeting at home? Ten people sitting round a table?
Who knows? During this time I had been approached by
others wanting to join the group, but as the numbers
had of necessity to be limited, I decided to start a new
group at teatime. This group, though still small, has
progressed to a small friendly unit. As it was formed
during the lockdown, members did not have to worry
about access or parking and when the time comes we
will have to consider whether or not to continue on
Zoom. But whatever the means, the conversation
remains lively and entertaining.
Marion Bloom

French Conversation
Covid came and we had to learn
quickly how to adapt our lives to the new
situation. Obviously with u3a in
particular, adjustments had to be made if we were to
continue our regular group meetings. So first we had to
learn how to manage Zoom (the lifesaver). My group –
French Conversation – used to take place in my home. I
always said it was like a coffee morning in French and, of
course, the size of the group had to be limited if we
were to be able to chat together and give everyone a
chance to speak. Thanks to the help I received initially
from Kathy Westhead of u3a, I learned the basics of
using Zoom and we were off.

Cryptic Crossword
ACROSS
1 Bed and baby together a long time for game (6)
5 Here comes a veiled lady with a note, producing a
game (6)
10 International organisation telegraphs and removes
electrical connection (7)
11 A married woman could never be called this game
(3,4)
12 Rare fiddle returns to play this game (5)
13 Avengers player is within exterior of this boat (9)
14 Perhaps, in time Dad got it back, and was
overwhelmed (11)
20 Confused alien gently appeared in an unattractive
way (11)
23,27A A game of many ups and downs (6,3,7)
26 Odd, my card game (5)
27 See 23A

29 Artist spins round again and falls (7)
30 Card game from the European Union with boring task,
lacking nothing (6)
31 Old Iranians are cats, maybe (8)
DOWN
1 Mrs White’s game has a clue. Do you? (6)
2 Direction a patient might be found? (6)
3 Fools rent county (9)
4 Delight as nothing happens after a blow (5)
6 Perused we hear - a communist? (3)
7 A game played beside open windows (8)
8 Does this unhinged deal door lead to a place where
the streets are paved with gold? (2,6)
9 I leave racoon for its fur (4)
15 For two? At the Ritz? (3)
16 Mate, not English, appeared before the front door (3)
17 Dad’s Army confused with oriental reveries (9)
18 Police work out how to melt away (8)
19 Messenger in charge of coats of arms concerns (8)
21 Elf a la mode morphs into antelope (6)
22 Way to avoid city centre by hiding a baby passenger
(6)
24 One more thing, too (4)
25 Start doing a nice conga early and move to music (5)
28 Make mistake but not coy about Spanish drink (3)
Crossword No. 95 Compiled by Harrow u3a Cryptic Crossword Group

We have no idea if we are pitching our compilation
at too high or too low a level because we receive no
feedback. If you do try our crossword and would like
to comment, please do so! All comments are
welcome, even the derogatory ones!!
Please contact Lucille Balkin on email at
thebalkins@yahoo.com
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Tours & Visits
T & V Committee
MB

Malvern Barnett

PB

Pat Bays

JB

Judith Barnett

judithb1940@icloud.com

020 8428 9387

JK

Jack Kushner

j.kushner17@gmail.com

020 8954 8671

MM

Mary Morgan

marymorgan.home@sky.com

PN

Pam Nevile

pam.nevile@btinternet.com

020 8866 4084

DP

David Pashley

david.pashley@tinyworld.co.uk

020 8428 9664

Sylvia & Edgar Ring

ring.time@yahoo.com

020 8952 7888

AR

Anne Russell

rssllann9@aol.com

020 8861 2251

TW

Toni Waxman

toni2bee@talktalk.net

020 8954 8671

JD

Jeanette Delhomme

jsdelhomme@gmail.com

020 8795 0055

S/ER

m.barnett2011@btinternet.com

020 8428 9387

-

020 8866 9274

020 8868 6649 07741 318 914

Unfortunately we are still unable to confirm any outings for the remainder of this year. The Tours &
Visits Committee had intended reinstating some of the events that had been planned for 2020 and rearrange them for 2021. However, it has proved impossible to do this and it is most unlikely that we will
have any events this year. There is a slim possibility that the following events might happen:
·

A holiday of 5 days to Devon and Cornwall during August, but this is dependent on National Trust
and others re-opening their various establishments to visitors.

·

A concert by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra at the Royal Albert Hall in September, but this is
dependent on the re-opening of the concert hall.

An email will be sent to all members if these events proceed.
Here are some of the events which we are now hoping to be able to do in 2022, postponed from
2020/2021:
·

A visit to Aston Pottery in Oxfordshire.

·

Another visit to the Amazon Warehouse in Hemel Hempstead for those who may have missed the
last, most interesting trip.

·

The outing to the de Havilland Museum in St. Albans.

·

A visit to Forman's Smokehouse ( Smoked Salmon) near the Olympic Park in London.

·

A day outing to Frogmore House and Savill Gardens.

·

An afternoon tea
St. Pancras Church.

·

A Walk with new Tours & Visits member Jeanette Delhomme.

·

The Douro River Cruise, cancelled from April 2020, now in April2022. Two additional cabins are now
available (see next page).

at

the

Ambassador

Hotel

after

listening

to

a

musical

recital

in

Dates and prices of none of the above (except the Douro Cruise) can be confirmed at this time because
of Covid-19 and until the venues re-open and capacity restrictions are known.

If you are a wheelchair user and/or need assistance with mobility, please ensure you discuss
this with the Tour Organiser before you book an outing, so that your needs can be accommodated. We will do our best to make appropriate arrangements, but please be aware that this
may not always be possible.
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Tours & Visits
DOURO RIVER CRUISE—29TH APRIL 2022 FOR 7 NIGHTS
We are going OVERBOARD for our next u3a River Cruise! We will be visiting Portugal's once wild River
Douro on the 5* MS DOURO SPLENDOUR launched in 2018. This ship has a lift that goes from the Main
Deck to the Upper Deck, but not to the Sun Deck where you can find the outdoor swimming pool. On the
ship there is a small gymnasium along with a spa and wellness area. On the Main Deck there is a stunning
restaurant serving buffet breakfast, buffet lunch and four-course dinners.
We will be leaving by coach from our usual pick-ups (Stanmore and Morrison’s) to Gatwick, where we
fly to Porto and spend some time with a guided shore excursion with headsets included. Our ports of
call, with excursions included, will be Castelo Rodrigo, followed by Salamanca, Mateus Palace & Gardens,
and Lamego, and then we return to Porto to fly back to Gatwick for our return coach.
PRICES include Flights and coach to/from Gatwick:
£250 per person deposit to reserve your place.
Lower Deck Standard Twin/Double Cabin £2344pp.
Main Deck Twin/Double £2644pp.
Upper Deck Twin/Double £2794pp.
Single occupancy may be available but at an enhanced price.
All cabins are outside. On the lower deck they
have fixed windows and for the main and
upper deck they have floor to ceiling
windows which slide down halfway. All cabins
have twin or double beds, with good closets,
TV, radio, phone, and private bathroom with
shower and hair dryer.
Important information:Tips and gratuities are not included.
If anyone has any special requests, dietary
requirements, or medical needs please make
us aware at your earliest convenience.
For more information and Booking Forms
please contact JACK KUSHNER or TONI
MV Douro Splendour in Porto, Portugal
Photo: © Riviera Travel
WAXMAN on 020 8954 8671

Harrow Arts Centre Update
The Covid-19 pandemic has affected all aspects of our lives and this has been a tough and challenging time for
everyone in our community, most of all for those who have lost loved ones. We are extremely grateful for all the
support the HAC team has received over the last year and we very much hope you are keeping well and safe. Now,
with the on-going vaccination programme and the end of restrictions on the horizon, there is hope for a much
brighter way forward.
From Autumn onwards we are hoping that our normal operations can resume without the need for social
distancing, however we will be continuing with our additional cleaning schedule along with the weekly fogging across
the whole site for the foreseeable future. A mild mist is produced by wet or chemical fogging. The fog/mist’s biocide
particles eliminate bacteria and viruses in the air, floors, furniture, walls, ceilings and other surfaces and these
particles remain active for 14 days. We await further details from the government as to what restrictions, if any, will
need to be in place from the 19th July onwards. We are also aware that Harrow Council may require us to adhere to
guidance set by the Corporate Health & Safety team once this announcement is made.
(Continued on page 13)
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Poetry Corner
Dining Car

What Would A Chameleon Do?

by Godfrey Manning ©

by Brian Burford ©

Here is the chef preparing the dinner
Making it special, should be a winner
Tends to the fish with care in a dish
Soon on the table without a hitch

Would we perceive it as dangerous
from quite a bizarre direction
if accosted by a stranger
demanding we change complexion?

Pleasing the diner, couldn't be finer
Same might be served on big ocean liner
Taste is assured, that's the reward
This is the best, the train surges forward

Were each a true chameleon
passing quite close to a fellow,
where one was a brash vermillion
crossing an arrogant yellow,

No need to rush, though now falls a hush
Chef sees them savour, the flavour is lush
Time to devour, maybe an hour
The train races on at full Diesel power

They do as chameleons do
when chancing to meet another
with jarringly contrasting hue.

Transcends the gourmet this tedious journey
Regales with delight the traveller's story
Chat is reduced, superseded by taste
Forget for a while how transport brings haste

They’re mightily quick to amend,
to banish their blushes right through
lest each may offend
and meetings could end
to leave them both feeling quite blue.

Enjoy a repast while the scene hurries past
Crossing our country the train travels fast
Thoughtful cuisine with that masterly touch
And loving perfection that matters so much
Relaxes the chef, work almost done
Terminus looms 'gainst setting Sun
Enriched by the food, the passengers feel
Pleasant in mood, satisfied by the meal
[A note from Godfrey: This poem is a tribute to the
luxury of the Pullman trains of yesteryear. Recite to the
same rhythm as WH Auden's "Night Mail."]

Harrow Arts Centre Update cont’d
(Continued from page 12)

We’d also like to update you on the capital works that have been happening on site.
Phase 1 of the Good Growth Fund project (refurbishing derelict spaces on site) has been completed. This
means that we are delighted to introduce newly refurbished spaces for hire including the Boiler House (a large
room), Wealdstone and Roxbourne (small rooms) and Marlborough (a dance studio). We also have 4 artist studios
in the former Workshop which have been leased to local artists. The Boiler House can be used at any point during
the week and Wealdstone, Roxbourne and Marlborough are available to hirers after 5.45pm on Saturdays and allday Sundays.
Phase 2 of the project is now underway which is a planned new building based on the site of the original
Greenhill room. This part of the project will provide us with an additional 3 large spaces for hire, a further 8 artist
studios, along with demolition of Weald and Grimsdyke rooms, landscaping improvements and new signage.
Planning was granted at the May planning committee and the work is hoped to be completed in time for
September 2022.
We very much look forward to welcoming you all back to HAC soon!
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Kerry Blackburn
Cultural Development Manager
Community | Environment and Culture
London Borough of Harrow

Harrow u3a Notices
HARROW u3a WEBSITE
Want to know what’s on? — The Notice Board page will give you news and information which has become
available since the publication of the newsletter, plus reminders of planned events month by month.
Can’t lay your hands on your printed copy of the newsletter? — You needn’t worry – it’s there on our website
and so is the Study Group Diary. You will also find links to important documents such as our Constitution, Standing
Orders, AGM Minutes and much more.
Don’t miss out – Go to www.harrowu3a.co.uk or, even better, make it your Home Page.
Website Editor: Tony Kaye 020 8420 6557

HELP REQUESTED

An invitation from your committee

Could you help a long-established local charity? The
"Talking Newspaper for the Blind of Harrow" are in
need of another Female Reader (to read aloud,
recorded), and an Admin person (male or female) to
do a small amount of regular basic admin, both in
Harrow.
Please contact our chairman for more details:Barbara Turner, email: pcandbturner@btinternet.com
tel: 020 8863 1934

mobile: 07510 591867

You are cordially invited to attend any of the committee
meetings (currently being held on Zoom) to further your
understanding of the workings of Harrow u3a. There will be no
obligation to shoulder a role or engage in a task and you will be
made most welcome.
Please contact one of the committee to make arrangements to
suit you.
Please contact the Hon Secretary if you would like to see a copy
of the meeting minutes.

STAMPS FOR CHARITY
A wonderful way of making use of your used stamps! I was left with a large quantity of used stamps and have discovered an
excellent charity to donate them to.
The charity is called “Little Voice” based in Ethiopia. It is a genuine charity with no highly paid executives and all the money raised
goes towards building schools for orphaned and abandoned children and to help women in a male-dominated culture. The parcel of
used stamps I sent will probably raise about £15 which would sustain a child in Ethiopia for about a month.
IMPORTANT
1.

When cutting stamps off envelopes leave a wide margin, at least 1 inch all round, as the stamps are sold by weight

2.

Even more important – when posting stamps to Malcolm, stamps tend to bulk up in the middle of the envelope and then
do not pass through the slot in the Royal Mail sorting office incurring a £1.50 surcharge. A large stamp only costs 19p extra.

Please send your used stamps to:
Malcolm Finebaum, 8 Mountford House, Crescent Road, Enfield, EN2 7BL

His tel no is 020 8245 2587

LIFT ACCESS AT HARROW ARTS CENTRE
It has been found that problems occur because people try to pull the door open/closed instead of
waiting for it to work automatically. They also keep pressing the buttons before the door has closed.
This causes the mechanism to fail!
To avoid problems, please ...
·

DO NOT attempt to pull/push the door open/closed
open/closed—
—WAIT FOR IT TO OPERA
OPERATE
TE AUTOMATICALLY.

·

DO NOT press the floor
floor-call button inside the lift UNTIL THE DOOR HAS CLOSED FULLY
FULLY..

Crossword Answers
Across: 1 Crib+b+age; 5 Brid-g-e; 10 Un+wires; 11 Old Maid; 12 Darts [backwards]; 13 Out-rigg-er; 14 Intimidated
[anagram]; 20 Inelegantly [anagram]; 23, 27 Snakes and Ladders; 26 Rum+my; 27 See 23A; 29 Niaga [anagram]+RA;
30 Eu+ch(o)re; 31 Persians
Down: 1 Cluedo [hidden word]; 2 In+ward; 3 Berks+hire; 4 Gust+o; 6 Re(a)d; 7 Draughts; 8 El Dorado [anagram];
9 Coat(i); 15 Tea; 16 Mat(e); 17 Daydreams [anagram+e]; 18 DIs+solve; 19 Herald+ic; 21 Imp+a la; 22 Bypass [hidden
word]; 24 Also; 25 Dance [initial letters]; 28 (sh)Err(y)
Crossword No. 95
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Harrow u3a Notices
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Life President: Georgina Butcher 020 8428 2665 butcher560@btinternet.com
Chairman

Mike Allen

020 8868 0335 chairman.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk

Vice-Chairman

Anne Gerrard

020 8954 4110

study2.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk

Hon. Secretary

Lynne Dorff

020 8428 4140

secretary.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk

Hon. Treasurer

Madhu Badale

020 8421 3485

treasurer.hu3a@yahoo.com

Howard Greenwood

07908 533317

Matthew Bennett

07484 814425

Study Group Co-ordinator

Rhoda Luer

020 8861 0022 studygroupcoord.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk

Publicity Officer

vacant

Speakers’ Secretary

Helen West

Enquiries Officer

Sheilah Lowe

Members’ Liaison Officer

Susan Field

Diary Administrator
Premises Officer

Membership Secretaries

membership.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk

020 8907 8252 speakerssec.hu3a@yahoo.com
020 8861 3821

sheilahlowe62@sky.com

01923 819162

susanj.field@ntlworld.com

Anne Gerrard

020 8954 4110

study2.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk

Alison Tanna

020 8863 0587 premises.hu3a@yahoo.com

Tours and Visits

Jack Kushner

020 8954 8671

Membership

Carol d’Souza

020 8907 4625

Web Editor

Tony Kaye

020 8420 6557

Newsletter Editor

Stephen Dorff

020 8428 4140

Beacon Administrator

Kathy Westhead

020 8422 9895 beacon.hu3a@yahoo.com

Non-Committee Members:
j.kushner17@gmail.com

newsletter.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk

The Committee would be grateful if members would confine phone calls to weekdays between 9am and 6pm.
Thank you for your coco-operation.
CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS

CAR PARKING

Harrow u3a, 5 Furham Feild, Hatch End, Pinner, HA5 4DX

Please park within the parking lines at Harrow
Arts Centre and PLEASE DO NOT block the ramp

NEW MEMBERS:

to the Hatch End Suite and DO NOT park in a
disabled bay unless you display a blue badge.
Visitors to Harrow Arts Centre are permitted,

For all enquiries regarding membership, please contact our
Enquiries Officer — see contact details above.

indeed encouraged, to park in MORRISON'S

EXISTING MEMBERS:

supermarket car park. This is open from 8am
until 11pm. Whilst no guarantee can be given, it
is considered safer than the overcrowded Arts
Centre car park.

This Newsletter and Diary are also
available on the Harrow u3a
website at www.harrowu3a.co.uk
where you will be able to enlarge
smaller print if necessary for easier
reading.

Please remember to inform the Membership Secretaries if
you change your address, phone number, email address, etc.
— send an email to membership.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk
or phone as details above.

u3a National Office
The Third Age Trust
52 Lant Street
London SE1 1RB
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020 8466 6139
national.office@u3a.org.uk
www.u3a.org.uk

